5 Reasons to Catch 802.11ac Wave 2

1. Everything is going mobile. Including your workers.
Your workforce is on the go, and they need access from anywhere, on any device. With Cisco® 802.11ac Wave 2 Access Points, you can deliver reliable wireless access to support a range of applications.

2. A small change won’t cut it.
To support the increasing number of devices and the expanding requirements of applications, you need a big leap forward in bandwidth. The rise in devices calls for multiuser functionality.

3. The future of high-speed networking is waiting.
Get your network ready for the latest Wi-Fi standards-802.11ac Wave 2. Communications within businesses are getting faster, and so is the demand for higher bandwidth.

4. More mobility means coverage is needed everywhere.
802.11ac Wave 2 devices deliver increased scale and coverage. The number of mobile devices expected to be connected by 2020 is 12 billion.

5. The future of high-speed networking is waiting.
Get your network ready for the latest Wi-Fi standards-802.11ac Wave 2. Communications within businesses are getting faster, and so is the demand for higher bandwidth.

Add Cisco ONE™ for Access to get a complete suite of software capabilities for security, lifecycle, and energy management.